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message from the president

In

our last Connections issue, I
talked about many of the initiatives underway which are transforming how we construct projects.
The basic premise is that buildings and
infrastructure should not, wherever
possible, be “constructed” onsite with
a multitude of skilled trades persons.
There are now design & construction
methods that are faster, cheaper, safer
and better for the environment than
using the old “stick-built” approach.
Instead, contractors are moving to
emulate the aerospace and shipbuilding industries by using factorymanufactured, standardized elements
and “assembling” these components

“We are preparing ourselves to move from single-discipline
prefabrication, such as precast concrete wall panels with an
exterior finish, to multi-discipline prefabrication, such as wall
systems with electrical, plumbing, mechanical, insulation, air
& vapour barrier and finished interior & exterior surfaces.”
zoning & height limitations, site access and environmental regulations.
Owners create further constraints
with demands for custom solutions
to meet outcomes required for occupancy & aesthetics. The design
and construction communities will
have to think differently about how

(BIM) has allowed our industry to
reinvent itself by harnessing new
digital technologies. Collaboration in
delivering projects between owners,
designers and contractors (including
their supply chain of subcontractors
& suppliers) has greatly improved to
allow better opportunities to innovate.

Message from the President
onsite, in a “plug-and-play” fashion.
In order for this to happen, a fundamental change still has to occur
around how we design for construction. Unlike aerospace or shipbuilding, which take place in giant factories with controlled environments,
buildings and infrastructure must
be assembled in unique, outdoor
situations. Most project sites have
transportation restrictions and other
constraints, such as building codes,

projects can be modularized and
made into flat pack elements for
jobsite assembly while still being able
to meet those individual constraints.
It will be more about creating value
by considering which components
can be manufactured offsite without
constraining creativity.
Building Information Modeling

It is this collaboration that is the key to
moving from “constructing” projects
to “assembling” projects. Innovators
in the Architectural, Engineering and
Construction (AEC) market have given
this new way of thinking many labels
that you might hear about: “Design
for Manufacture & Assembly (DfMA)”,
“Industrialization of Construction”,
“Offsite & Modern Methods of
Construction (MMC)” and “Factory
Thinking”. All of these initiatives
have common elements to move
the construction industry forward:
standardized design wherever
possible; offsite manufacture;
logistics onto and at the jobsite;
and, onsite assembly.
The key is to
think in terms of
“assembly” rather than
“construction”. DfMA
need not impede
design thinking
with respect to
functionality or
visual appearance,
or compromise
in the quality of
continued on page 47...
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product profile: architectural precast

• Multiple textures
• Multiple mixes
• Multiple colours
• Multiple shapes
• Multiple panel types
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Special Profile:

product profile: architectural precast

Architectural
Precast
contributed by:

Andrew Levatte & Brendan Clancy

Artisan details without the time or cost

S

trescon’s architectural precast panels provide the perfect combination of artistic
expression and old-world detail, with economy, energy efficiency and quality control.

Since their incorporation in 1963,
Strescon has provided architectural
precast concrete wall panels to some
of the highest profile developments
in Atlantic Canada and the Northeastern United States. In addition to
the beauty of the product however,
the developers of these high-profile
projects achieved many additional
benefits, such as the following:

Major Advantages:
ECONOMY: There are many options for making architectural precast
concrete the economical cladding
choice. By consulting with Strescon
during the preliminary design/conceptual stage, we can help create an
efficient and cost effective building
in keeping with the design concept.
Making economical choices such as:
textures; aggregates; panel-size and
shapes; colours; and panel repetition,
will help with the overall cost.

SPEED OF CONSTRUCTION:
The faster a building is completed,
the sooner it can earn income for
the owner. When using architectural
precast concrete, work can continue
throughout the year with minimal
delays caused by weather or material
schedules. The building can be clad
in a fraction of the time compared
to other cladding materials - saving
time and money.

HIGH QUALITY: Precast/prestressed architectural wall panels are
manufactured in a climate controlled
PCI/CPCI certified plant under the
highest quality control standards.
Strescon’s quality control department
ensures that every piece meets the
customer’s specifications as well as
the highest industry standards.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY: Building
green energy-efficient buildings has
become a high priority in the construction industry and using architec-
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tural precast concrete panels helps
obtain that goal. The high thermal
mass of concrete keeps the fluctuations of temperature outside, while
controlling the temperature inside.
Precast concrete can also help gain
points towards LEED certification by
producing little waste; using local
materials; and creating a low maintenance and durable cladding system.

VERSATILITY: With Strescon’s
architectural precast concrete wall
panels, the design possibilities are
endless. The flexibility of adding a
cornice, a bullnose, reveals, or various colour and texture options, provides the freedom to create unlimited
looks for a building.

Finishes & Textures:
Precast concrete offers many different colours and textures, from a basic
form grey smooth texture through
to a stained formliner finish. Careful
selection of finishes can turn a basic
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product profile: architectural precast
building design into an award
winning masterpiece. Today it
is becoming common practice to
include precast elements with more
than one colour, finish or texture.
Some of the most common finishes
and textures are listed below.

SANDBLASTING is the process
of removing the cement and sand
matrix from the exterior face of the
architectural precast concrete panel
by abrasion. The amount of time the
abrasive sand is applied under pressure to the concrete, will determine
the finish of the panel. There are
varying degrees of sandblasting from
light to heavy blast. As a general rule,
the more the aggregate is exposed,
the more consistent the finish.
LIGHT SANDBLAST: After the
architectural precast concrete panel
is removed from the form, it is taken
outside and sandblasted. Lightly exposing the sand/concrete matrix along
with a small amount of the aggregate,
gives the panel a relatively smooth finish, showcasing the colour of the sand
and concrete. While this finish can be
very attractive, it is more difficult to
achieve a consistent colour throughout the panel.

MEDIUM SANDBLAST: The
more time spent removing the
exterior surface of the architectural

6

precast panel, the more aggregate
is exposed. Medium sandblasting
exposes some of the aggregate,
while continuing to show the
concrete matrix and sand.

HEAVY SANDBLAST: With this
finish, the majority of the exterior sand/concrete matrix has been
removed, exposing a large portion
of the aggregate. The colour of the
aggregate is mainly what is seen with
this level of blast. While the finish is
definitely more consistent, the abrasion of the sandblasting process dulls
the stone, providing a matte finish.

EXPOSED AGGREGATE:
Aggregate in concrete can create
a work of beauty when exposed in
its natural state. To achieve this, a
chemical retarder is painted on the
form. A chemical reaction occurs
when the concrete hits the retarder,
preventing the exterior layer of
concrete from curing. Once the
panel has been removed from the
form, the retarder along with the
exterior concrete surface, is removed
by water blasting. This leaves the
aggregated exposed with a very
natural finish.

THINSET BRICK is a thin, fired
clay tile used to emulate the
appearance of conventional brick
masonry. Because thinset brick has a

moisture absorption rate much lower
than conventional brick, spalling
and efflorescence are reduced or
eliminated. The building facade can
basically last forever. With the thin
brick attached to the precast wall
system, minor repairs require only
the removal of the affected bricks.
In contrast, traditional brick building
repairs are much more costly and
difficult. Because thinset brick is not
a structural element and each brick is
independently adhered to the precast
wall, cracks don’t form between
bricks like in traditional hand-laid
brick. With precast, the brick tiles are
cast into the architectural precast
panels to strict industry tolerances,
creating an impressive masonry/
precast wall which is virtually
indestructible.

FORMLINERS provide an economical means to add interest and
visual appeal to almost any precast
concrete wall. The desire for architectural concrete continues to grow;
with so many patterns, textures, and
formliners, the possibilities are endless. Form liners are available in a variety of patterns and textures. Best of
all... if standard patterns do not meet
a specific need, Strescon can help
develop custom patterns, textures or
graphics that add a whole to dimension to a building’s design.

light sandblast

medium sandblast

heavy sandblast

exposed aggregate

thinset brick

formliner
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Recent
Projects:
On March 26th, 2018 the last Architectural Precast Wall Panel was installed at 2914
Larry Uteck Drive, a 12 storey apartment
building being constructed in the Heart
of Nova Scotia’s Bedford West.
Strescon Limited supplied and installed
119 Architectural Precast wall panels in
just 8 days, allowing the contractor to
quickly finish the exterior of the building.

Larry Uteck Drive

2914 Larry Uteck Drive

The use of White Architectural Precast
Wall Panels with a combination of light
and medium sandblast finishes along
with Charcoal Wall panels sets this building apart from its surroundings. The
future tenants of 2914 Larry Uteck Drive
will be proud to call this home.

The Keep
Located on the corner of Quinpool and
Vernon, in Halifax, Nova Scotia, The Keep
has been masterfully designed to offer
the very best in authentic luxury living.
The perfect blend of elegance, location
and lifestyle. As its name suggests, The
Keep provides solid superior construction and a brilliant central location, with
convenient amenities at your doorstep.

The Keep

The floor plans offered at The Keep are
spectacular. With consultation among
the various aspects of the development
team, the condominium floor plans were
designed to maximize space, light and
luxurious living.
The Keep was constructed with the
strength of custom engineered Strescon
concrete panels. A brick exterior was
inlaid into each of the concrete panels
for an attractive facade. As opposed to a
wood-frame building, concrete provides
additional soundproofing between units,
and peace of mind that can’t be achieved
through ordinary construction.
South and Hollis

www.oscoconstructiongroup.com
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The Doyle

35 Cambridge Drive
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product profile: architectural precast
Everywhere you turn in The Keep,
you’ll see the work of the brilliant
minds at By+Large Design, who
worked tirelessly to ensure that the
finishes are up to the standard of the
building itself. The stunning main
lobby and corridors, as well as the
upscale amenity room and fitness
centre, are all very impressive.
Strescon Limited supplied and installed 241 Architectural Precast wall
panels in two finishes. The first six
floors were clad with a precast panel
embedded with thinset red brick and
precast banding around the window
and door openings. The upper two
floors were clad with a precast panel
with a 1’ x 2’ limestone pattern created using a formliner to achieve the
stone look. With the building almost
complete, you can’t tell the Keep
was just built. It looks like a historic
structure which has been standing
for over 100 years.

South and Hollis Street
South and Hollis Street Development
is a 7-storey, mixed-use building on
the corner of South and Hollis Street
in Downtown Halifax, NS. The project
features over 5,800 sqft of commercial retail space at grade, with multiple
store fronts that line both South and
Hollis Streets. Ground floor landscaping ensures adequate space and
quality paving for active patio spill-out
during summer months. The project
also includes 63 residential units and
incorporates a fully landscaped rooftop with programing designed to be
engaged by building residents.
The building design responds and
stays true to the uniform nature of
brick as a primary building material.
As such, the base and middle portion
of the built mass is manipulated by
a series of glazed ‘additions’ and ‘subtractions’ to establish an architectural
dialogue of material depth. The East
façade (Hollis Street) establishes a series of large vertical ‘subtractions’ as

a set of voids within the brick mass.
Window frames are then recessed
within the wall, creating deep window sills revealing brick material to its
fullest. By contrast, the South Façade
(South Street) includes a sequence
of well-articulated bay windows that
are ‘added’ to the solid brick form.
Protruding Bay windows and balconies are positioned in a rhythmic
fashion to create vertical proportions that govern and align a series of
corresponding ‘subtractions’ below;
forming commercial openings at
grade that articulate a finer-grained
pedestrian streetscape experience.
Due to site restrictions, traditional
hand laid brick could not be used for
this project. The owner and Architect approached Strescon Limited to
come up with a solution. After looking at a number of options a brick
(formliner) precast panel was chosen.
Strescon quickly laid out the building and submitted approval drawings
for review. Once the drawings were
approved, Strescon began creating
the master molds using a rubberized
formliner to create the impression
of brick. Production started late fall
2016, with the panels quickly being
produced in time for late January installation. It only took 5 days to install
the 80 precast panels (approximately
15,000 sqft of wall area). With the
building enclosed, the owner could
concentrate his efforts on finishing
the interior of the building.
Concrete in its liquid state can take
any shape. By introducing a formliner
to create the impression of brick,
the cured concrete truly resembles a
hand laid brick wall. Close attention to
the details and concrete colour was
important in achieving the brick look.
The window details, exposed panel
ends, and the red pigment added
to the concrete during the mixing
process were some areas focused on
during design and fabrication. With
the precast installed, you cannot tell it
isn’t real brick.

www.oscoconstructiongroup.com

The Doyle
The Doyle is located on Halifax,
Nova Scotia’s Spring Garden Road,
the busiest street east of Montreal.
Across from the new Halifax Public
Library, The Doyle is ideally situated
within a short walk to fashion, restaurants, boutiques, coffee shops, and
so much more.
Currently under construction, The
Doyle, is a seven-storey mixeduse building featuring ground and
second-floor commercial space,
residential suites on the upper floors,
and many open and inviting spaces
including a rooftop terrace. Underground parking will provide both
private parking for the residential
units, and accessible public parking
for the Spring Garden Road commercial district.
The Doyle will integrate seamlessly
with the existing community, becoming a vibrant hub for visitors and
residents of Halifax alike. Spacious
sidewalks lined with trees and lights,
and an outdoor cafe, create an open,
inviting environment where you can
relax, shop, and be social.
Strescon supplied and installed 104
Architectural Precast Concrete Spandrel Panels, along with 154 Architectural Column Covers. The warm buff
light sandblast tones, along with the
strong look achieved by the 10” thick
precast spandrel and column covers,
help blend this new building into the
rich history of Halifax.

35 Cambridge Drive
Strescon fabricated 295 Architectural
Solid Precast panels for the renovation to the existing 35 Cambridgepark
Drive building located in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. The renovation intent
was to give the existing building a
more modern and environmentally
conscious design, while increasing
the overall square footage by add-
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product profile
ing an additional two levels.
The scope of Strescon’s work
included fabrication and installation of precast infills, spandrels, and
sills. The renovation of the 35 Cambridgepark Drive project is being managed by John Moriarty & Associates,
Inc.. The architectural design of the
building was provided by SGA and the
overall Structural Design was provided
by McNamara - Salvia. Strescon’s team
consists of Alex Linero (Project Manager), Josh Armstrong (Lead Engineer)
and Matt Crowley (Lead Detailer).
All panels were cast with several vertical and horizontal reveals, to form a
Soldier Course pattern. Each “block”

required either a light sandblast,
heavy sandblast, or a light sandblast
with score-line architectural finish.
The location of each of these finishes
was meticulously picked out by the
architects, and put together to give
the panels a checkered appearance
that is very pleasant to the eye. One
of the biggest challenges with the
job involved designing connections
between the precast and the existing
structure. Consistent coordination was
required between all parties to fully
understand which areas of the existing
building were to be partially demolished and which were to remain.
Precast production began in early

September 2017 and ended in November. All panels were fabricated
in Strescon’s Saint John plant and
traveled 676 km to their destination.
The larger panels were 25’ long x 9’
high x 6” thick spandrels, weighing
approximately 17,500 lbs. Overall,
precast production required about
295 m3 of concrete and 34,000 lbs.
of reinforcing.
Daniel MARR & Son Co. was subcontracted by both the General Contractor & Strescon Limited to erect both
the steel frame and precast envelope.
Panel Installation began during the
middle of December 2017 and was
completed in March 2018.

Strescon’s Concrete Pipe Division
& Stormceptor are proud to now introduce the latest oil grit separator,
(OGS) Stormceptor EF/EFO (Enhanced
flow/Enhanced flow oil).
Most designers and specifiers in our
market are very familiar with Stormceptor, and are confident in our ability
to meet their requirements of removing the majority of pollutants from
storm water. However, not all “environmentally friendly” products are created
equal, and some OGS on the market
make claims they cannot back up.
Environmental Technology Verification (ETV) Canada now makes it easy
to compare the different technologies.

NEW Stormceptor Enhanced
Flow Receives ETV Verification
contributed by: Stewart Totten

F

or over 20 years, Strescon’s Concrete Pipe Division has been a
leader in helping to protect our waterways, with the Stormceptor STC line
of products. As the licensee in Atlantic
Canada, we have grown the market to
the point where most municipalities
now require storm water treatment on
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commercial, industrial or high density
residential developments.
The made-in-Canada STC line of
products has served the environment
and our citizens well, by removing
countless tonnes of suspended solids,
heavy metals, debris, and hydrocarbon, along with nitrogen & phospherous, to protect our waterways.

ETV has a set of testing protocols a
product must perform to have their
claims verified. They set out the
gradation of the suspended solids and
the flow rate for removal testing.
There is also a scour test and an
optional oil retention test. The
verification statements are all easy to
read in a standard format, to take the
mystery and confusion out of product
comparison. Stormceptor EF/EFO has
performed excellent in all areas at all
flow rates. With this ETV verification, it
is now easy for a specifier to weed out
products that try to be considered an
“acceptable alternate”.

www.oscoconstructiongroup.com

projects
contributed by: Jason Presley

O

November of 2017. In total, OSCO will
supply approximately 610 tons of steel,
1100 squares of decking and 195 roof
joists. Steel detailing and connection
sketch design was completed in-house.
Fabrication was done at OSCO’s Freder-

The first of three buildings is currently being built to house the Bank’s
multi-million dollar headquarters and
consolidate employees from three
existing buildings. The five-story,
116,000-square-foot building is scheduled to be finished by the end of January 2019. The project will include many
energy efficiency features, such as solar
roof panels which will generate about
680,000 kilowatt hours of electricity
annually, or about 90 percent of the
bank’s HVAC needs.

icton plant, with the steel decking and
joists supplied by Canam.

ne of Maine’s largest independent banks, Bangor Savings
Bank operates 54 branches
offering retail banking to nearly 200,000
customers. Founded in 1852, the Bank
is in its 166th year. To address many
years of sustained growth, the Bank announced in 2017 that they would commence development of a multi-building
campus on the Bangor waterfront.

Ocean Steel began work on this supplyonly project for Cianbro Corporation in

Without direct access to the steel erector, supply-only projects typically present coordination challenges. Even with
these added challenges however, Ocean
Steel has had a very successful project,
with well-coordinated on-site activities,
as well as steel that has gone together

very well. Steel and decking deliveries wrapped up during the first two
weeks of April, with only the canopy
steel left to fabricate and deliver.
The canopy steel is challenging work
as it is not only the highest level of
Architecturally Exposed Structural Steel
(AESS) but is also supplied with a color
galvanized finish. As a visibly prominent
feature of the project, the AESS canopy
steel requires a lot of extra time and
care during fabrication. The process of
color galvanizing requires top-coating
galvanized steel with a paint finish for a
customized color. Ocean Steel is using
Duncan Galvanizing Corp to complete
this work after the canopy steel is fabricated. Duncan uses their own patented
process called Colorgalv, in the fully
controlled environment of their stateof-the-art coating facility.
The canopy steel can’t be erected until
the building’s exterior work is complete.
It is expected to deliver in late June,
which will wrap up Ocean Steel’s work
on this project.

Bangor Savings Bank

www.oscoconstructiongroup.com
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Irving Oil Home Office

Project
Update:

FCC Construction joined EllisDon in 2016 as joint venture partners to manage the construction of the new Irving Oil
Home Office. The project is located on the corner of King Square South and Sydney Street in Saint John, New Brunswick.

contributed by: Luke

Johnson P.Eng,GSC

M

uch has changed at the Irving Oil
Home Office Project Site since
the Fall 2017 Connections update. The
building structure is now fully complete
and the tower crane was removed on
schedule in December. Removal of
the tower crane allowed the stairs in
the atrium to be installed, which was a
major project milestone.

Finish work on the interior and exterior
of the building is now in full swing, progressing from the lower levels to the
upper levels, while furniture installation
is scheduled to start this summer. Finish work in the atrium will progress in
the opposite direction, from the upper
to the lower levels, allowing scaffolding
to be removed as the finishes progress.
Much of the building exterior has been
kept under cover to allow limestone
installation, as well as air vapour barrier
and insulation install to continue over

the winter months. Limestone and base
course granite are well underway on
the north side of the building. Work
also continues in the mechanical and
electrical service rooms to bring the
HVAC infrastructure to completion.
Installation of the elevators has started,
and the first elevator is expected to be
brought into service in May to assist in
moving men to their work areas. The
temporary man and material hoist in
the atrium will remain in place until late
summer to move heavy material and
equipment as needed. As many as 250
tradesmen are working on site daily.
FCC-EllisDon site staff have relocated
from the exterior office complex into
the basement of the building, to allow
the remaining underground work,
perimeter walls and landscaping work
to begin. The exterior limestone and
building envelope mock-up showcased
in the Spring/Summer 2017 Connections update has also been removed
from site to make way for this work. For
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the same purpose, temporary electrical
services have been removed and the
site has been changed over to permanent power.
The city block around the Home Office
will be significantly improved when the
project is complete. The entire
perimeter of the site will receive new
curbs and sidewalks, including brick
pavers keeping with the heritage of
Uptown Saint John. Trees will also be
planted around the perimeter and a low
brick wall with wrought iron accents
will surround the rear of the building. A
multilevel garden terrace will also be
constructed at the back of the building,
while limestone planters will be
installed at the front of the building.
Power lines have already been partially
rerouted below grade on Sydney Street
and this work will continue this spring.
This project will mark a significant
improvement to the area and the
FCC-EllisDon team is very proud to be
a part of this transformation.
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Ocean Steel Reinforces Mobile Network
Capacity One Tower at a Time
More “bars” and extended coverage for cell customers in Atlantic Canada
contributed by: Kim Doggett

O

cean Steel Rebar Limited has
always provided ‘walk-in customers’ with competitive pricing for their reinforcing steel projects;
often by simply providing the bars
required as per their own material list.
Over the past year and a half however, Ocean Steel Rebar has seen an
increase in the number of requests for
the detailing and fabrication of rebar
for cell tower foundations, shelter
slabs, and guide wire anchor blocks.
This increase started when we offered
contractors our placing services as
an additional option. After only a few
bases were completed, we began to
see that a select few of our custom-

ers were awarding us more and more
cell towers. It became evident that
we could provide these contractors
with a competitive edge; by utilizing
our rebar placing service to speed
up installation time thus freeing up
their own manpower, and reducing
their overall turn around time on the
project.
Since November 2017, Ocean Steel
Rebar has supplied 47.60 tons of rebar
for 15 cell towers – eight of which
included installation. Twelve of the
towers are in New Brunswick: Saint
John (17.0 tons), Fredericton (8.9
tons), Deersdale (0.9 tons), Douglas
(5.3 tons), Lincoln (10.1 tons), Penobsquis (1.3 tons), Petticodiac (1.4 tons),

and Erb Settlement (1.3 tons); and one
tower in Inverness, PE (1.4 tons).
In the same time frame, Allstar Rebar
Nova Scotia also provided the same
customers with 9.07 tons of rebar for
three towers in Nova Scotia: Tatamagouche (1.9 tons), Whiteside (1.5
tons), Grande Anse (1.3 tons); plus,
one tower in Ellerslie, PE (5.0 tons).
The towers range in height from
38.48 meters up to 92.96 meters.
Most of these towers are for Eastlink
Communications Inc. Eastlink has
been expanding their mobile
network infrastructure across
Atlantic Canada and Eastern Ontario
and has recently opened a wireless
retail store in Saint John.

Pictured: Tower base at Two Nations Crossing, Fredericton and 3D model of same tower base
using Ocean Steel Rebar’s aSa® ProRebar software.
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Saint John Laundry Facility Addition
contributed by: Kim Doggett

T

he laundry processing facility
on King William Road
in Saint John, NB (formally known as
Fundy Linen) has received provincial
funding as part of the $3.4 million-dollar capital investment by Service New
Brunswick to upgrade its laundry services which provide clean linens to health

care facilities across the province.
Saint John Laundry has received $1.4
million to expand the current building
to accommodate new equipment, improve work flow, and increase separation between soiled laundry operations
and clean sorting. Renovations will also
upgrade all mechanical and electrical
systems, as well as the rail system. The
increased square footage will also al-

low for the addition of new equipment
such as a small-piece folder and two
blanket folders.
Ocean Steel Rebar Limited is working
with general contractor Avondale
Construction Limited to provide 45.31
tons of rebar and 30,000 sqft of wire
mesh. Ocean Steel Rebar started work
in November 2017 and expect to be
completed by early June 2018.

Kingsbrae International Residence for the Arts
Saint Andrews, NB Landmark Expands Artistic & Cultural Programming
contributed by: Kim Doggett

K

ingsbrae
Garden was
opened in June
1998 and the ever-popular tourist
attraction boasts over 27 acres of immaculate gardens, ponds, sculptures,
two restaurants, a gift shop and more.
Initially developed as a way to bring
tourists and employment to the town
of Saint Andrews, NB, Kingsbrae has
grown to become the ‘artistic & cultural’ hub of the area.
Kingsbrae purchased nearby property, Hillcrest Mansion (cira 1905) in
October 2014 and renovated the his-

toric home to serve as the Kingsbrae
International Residence for the Arts
(KIRA). Officially opened in 2016, KIRA
provides one-month residencies to
artists from June to August each year.
Residencies include accommodations,
private studio space, living allowance
and meals; in return, artists must commit 6 hours per week engaging with
the community. By creating interactive
forums between artists, other artists,
tourists, and residents of St Andrews,
KIRA hopes to foster a community of
artistic and cultural learning that will
not only extend Kingsbrae’s artistic
and cultural offerings but will increase
tourism and the type of tourists that
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will be attracted to the area.
Phase 1 of the KIRA development
included the purchase and renovation
of Hillcrest Mansion. To facilitate the
artists’ community engagement,
Phase 2 of the project consists of
building 6 art studios on the Hillcrest
property, as well as public washrooms.
Phase 3 of the project consists of
building an amphitheatre with an
approximate capacity of 500 people.
Ocean Steel Rebar recently worked
with contractor TerraEX Inc. to supply
and install the reinforcing steel for the
washrooms (1.80 tons), and the
amphitheatre (8.71 tons).
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RIVERSEDGE
Team Effort Simplifies Structural Steel & Precast Concrete Coordination
contributed by: Jeff Keith &

Brendan Clancy

R

iver’s Edge is a 30-acre mixed
use project in Medford, MA. The
project includes “green” office/lab
buildings and luxury housing, as well
as restaurants, retail, and an award winning 10-acre riverfront park. River’s
Edge is located minutes from Boston
and Cambridge, just north of the Wellington MBTA station in Medford, MA..
400 River’s Edge Drive is a four storey
115,140 sf office building, and is the
fifth building site within the overall
development. Ocean Steel & Strescon
were awarded the team package to
supply and install the structural steel
& architectural precast spandrel panels scope, by Construction Manager,
Columbia Construction Company.
Coordination between steel and precast was done in-house, easing the
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burden on the Construction Manager
to coordinate the two trades. Using
model sharing & BIM technologies
the coordination process was effortless and streamlined shop drawing
preparation for expedited submittals.
The structural steel portion of the
scope included 700 tons of structural
steel, 119,000 sf of roof and floor
decking & 390 lineal feet of galvanized
screen wall. Installation was subcontracted to American Steel & Precast
Erectors. Structural Steel erection
started January 22, 2018 and the
building was topped off March 9th.

Strescon Limited was awarded the
contract to supply and install approximately 5800 sq.ft. of architectural
precast, consisting of 61 spandrels
and 54 infill panels for the 400 Rivers Edge project. Strescon’s project
manager Tim MacDonald is overseeing the precast team, consisting
of Angela Hickie (Lead Detailer) and
Jacob Myler (Lead Engineer).
The project is located adjacent to the
200 Rivers Edge office building and
shares many architectural features,
including precast color and finish.
Strescon’s Quality Control created

Critical design information was shared via each subcontractor’s
3D models, to ensure precise fit up between the Architectural
precast, the supporting structural steel and the window/curtain
wall system to eliminate any onsite conflicts.
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several precast samples based solely on
photos of 200 Rivers Edge precast for
review by the Owner’s team. In the end,
a Sandy Buff dye with a light sandblast
texture fulfilled the architect’s needs for
a precast match to the adjacent building.
Using the 3D Tekla model, precast
interactions with both Ocean Steel and
Ipswich Bay Glass (IBG) was coordinated prior to fabrication of the precast.
Critical design information was shared
via each subcontractor’s 3D models, to
ensure precise fit up between the Architectural precast, the supporting structural steel and the window/curtain wall
system to eliminate any onsite conflicts.
Once all parties reviewed and confirmed
no interferences, Strescon released the
precast to the shop. Fabrication began at
the Saint John plant in November 2017
and ran until January.
Installation of the precast began in
mid-April 2018 and is being handled by
long time US sub-contractor, American
Steel & Precast Erectors.

www.oscoconstructiongroup.com
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Marque @ the Refinery

contributed by:

Tara Urquhart

M

arque is currently privileged to participate in many exciting projects at the Irving Oil Refinery, in
Saint John, New Brunswick. Marque Construction has been involved in the installations of both
electrical and instrumentation for many ongoing projects, including: the Jet Plant Clay Treater;
replacement of new firewater pump; Desalted Crude Project; Tier III Gasoline Project; upgrade
of electrical infrastructure at East Saint John Terminals; Inline Crude Sampler; phase 3 of the #1
Rheniformer; and repairs to tanks 557 and 508 at Canaport.

Jet Clay Treater Project
The intent of the Jet Clay Treater
project is to install new upsized
Jet Clay Treating vessels parallel
to the existing Jet Clay Treater in
No.2 Merox unit. This will increase
the Jet Clay Treating capacity and
reduce downtime when performing
maintenance on either one of the
parallel Jet Clay Treaters. Increasing clay treating capacity would
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yield incremental jet plant rate and,
subsequently, jet product. Marque is
providing the installations of power
and control to the new Jet Recovery Pump, installing electric tracing on the piping associated with
the new Clay Treater, installation of
instruments, installing lighting and
receptacles for the new Clay Treater,
and tying in the below grade grounding taps to the Clay Treater/Jet Fuel
Solids Filter.

Firewater Pump Replacement
Marque is involved in assisting with
the replacement of the firewater
pump at the 45 plant. Marque participated in the demolition of existing equipment located in Plant 45,
boiler plant and pump house. The
scope was to demolish the electrical
equipment to facilitate the installation of a new firewater pump.
Marque is working to install the new
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VFD, feeder breaker and HVAC unit
in substation No.1, to feed the new
firewater pump motor. New installations included power and control
cabling for the new firewater pump,
new VFD and new HVAC unit. The
cable from the new VFD to the new
pump required extra special care, due
to the delicate nature of the armour.
Installation of pressure control and
accessory instrumentation for the
firewater pump were also performed.

Desalted Crude Project
Marque participated in the installation
of the instrumentation and controls for Desalted Crude to RFCCU.
Installation and wiring of new flow,
pressure and temperature instruments and their associated control
valves was completed. Also, EHT
installations were required for a new
tie-point.

PYLE Panels
Electrical PYLE Panels are being
replaced in three units at the Refinery. This is necessary, as replacement
parts for the existing panels are no
longer available. A PYLE panel is a
distribution panel designed for use in
hazardous locations. Many of these
panels were installed 35 plus years
ago and because of their age and design, do not meet the current requirements set by IOR. The associated
transformers are also being replaced.
All circuits will be verified on the
existing panel. Temporary power will
be required for both normal and critical circuits. Some of the PYLE panels
supply power to electric heat tracing,
which in turn heats critical processes
within the associated process unit.
Coordination with operations will
be critical during the power cutover
stage of the project, as the colder
weather temperatures could adversely affect process temperatures.

Tier 3 gasoline
Tier 3 gasoline has a reduced sulphur
content of just ten parts per million.

Lower sulphur content in gasoline
means cleaner air, today and for generations to come. Installations for the
Tier 3 Gasoline Project are well under
way. Installations currently include a
new unit ground grid, along with new
civil and piping infrastructure, and
cable tray supports for tray that will
run both horizontally and vertically
down the length of the piperack.
Two main 24” cable tray runs on the
upper level of the main piperack
between Brownfield modules and
substations have been completed.
The main lengths of home run cables
down the 425 piperack have been
completed, with the exception of
the ends. This project is expected to
reach completion at the end of the
2018 Turnaround.

Electrical Infrastructure
Electrical infrastructure is at the end
of its life, on docks one and two at
the East Saint John Terminal. The
current phase of the project will be
for Dock#1. Dock#2 is substantially complete, with a few remaining
items to be completed in the coming
weeks. New motor control center is
being installed, new lights and lighting contactor with new cables are
being installed to support the loads.
Existing conduits, and associated
wiring that are being replaced with
new cables will be removed. Migrating loads from old to new equipment
takes a great deal of coordination
between all parties involved, and has
been going extremely well.

Inline Crude Sampler
The new inline Crude Sampler connection is required for the thirty-six
inch crude line. The existing connection is exceeding the spacing
required for the certified readings.
Marque is assisting with the installation of electric heat tracing associated with the new connection.

#1 Rheniformer Project
Marque Construction has just fin-
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ished assisting the Irving Oil
Refinery with the electrical and
instrumentation for phase three
of the #1 Rheniformer project. The
new furnace was set in place early
2018. The reheater furnace is being
replaced due to structural damage
and the process tube coils reaching
the end of their life. The new furnace
is essentially a replacement in kind,
which means that the new design will
be virtually identical to the existing
footprint, with a similar duty and no
capacity added for future expansion.
The major improvements are the
addition of a modern BMS, additional
heater temperature indication, stack
carbon monoxide and CH4 measurement, along with optimized selection
of burners, tube and tube support,
redesigned to meet the latest API
code.
Marque had an aggressive four week
schedule to complete the required
electrical and instrumentation installations. Crews of electricians and
instrument fitters were required day
and night for ten hour shifts from
Monday to Friday.

Tank Repairs
Tank repairs to Tank 557 include the
installation of electric heat tracing,
lighting and mixer starters, associated
with the inspection repair of the tank.
Marque Construction is delighted to
be able to assist the refinery with the
electrical and instrumentation
required on so many projects. We
look forward to a productive relationship in the future and will
continue our focus on safety,
customer service and proficient and
specialized installations. Marque
supports IOR’s newest safety program the “ 20/20/ 20 program”
where employees are encouraged to
take 20 secs every 20 minutes, to see
what has changed within 20 feet of
their work area, and take note of any
changes or unsafe conditions.
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Project
Update:

Saint John Water

Massive Infrastructure Project Nears Completion
contributed by: Kyle Blanchard,

FCC

Construction and their
team members are
nearing the completion of the largest
municipal project ever to take place
in the City of Saint John. The Safe
Clean Drinking Water Project (SCDWP)
is a public-private partnership that
has had many contributions from
the OSCO Group of Companies.
FCC Construction broke ground on
the $228-million-dollar project in
March of 2016 and is scheduled for
completion in November of this year.
The organization managing the
project is Port City Water Partners
(PCWP), who have a 33-year contract
which involves the design, build,
finance, operation and maintainence
of the facility. The members of PCWP
include Brookfield Financial Securities,
Acciona Group of Companies,
AMEC Foster Wheeler, Stantec
Consulting, SUMO Management,
FCC Construction, North American
Construction and Gulf Operators.

FCC and North American Construction (NAC) are responsible for the
construction of the primary infrastructure site, which includes
the new water treatment
plant and storage facilities,
located on a greenfield site
on the city’s east side. The
water treatment plant will
serve residents on both the
north and south sides, representing about three quarters of the city’s
residents. This new plant has the
capacity to treat 75-million liters of
water per day and the water storage facility has the capability to hold
33-million liters of clean water.
FCC and NAC have made considerable progress on the water treatment
plant over the winter months. With
a water-tight structure, much of the
action moved indoors and significant
advancements were made on the
mechanical and electrical systems in
the plant, in preparation for commissioning this spring.
Along with the work in the water
plant, FCC is wrapping up in the
Administration Building and the Fire
Pumphouse. With final equipment
and furniture arriving on site during
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the month of April, the Administration
Building and the Fire Water Pumphouse will be ready to accept the
clean water from the plant for the
commissioning program ahead.
The schedule to complete the
primary infrastructure site is a
challenging one, as the plant
must be filtering water to the city
in June, to allow Gulf Operators to
complete the switchover from the old
to the new transmission system.
When all is said and done, the OSCO
Construction Group will have played
a huge part in the construction of this
historic municipal project. With major
contributions from FCC Construction,
FCC Electrical, Strescon, Ocean Steel,
Ocean Rebar and OSCO Concrete,
the water treatment project is a
showcase of the quality of the work
each of our sectors are known for.
The FCC Construction project team
include Dan Fox (Project Manager),
Dave Carr (Project Superintendent),
Kyle Blanchard (Project Engineer),
Greg Gormley (Estimating), Madison
Spear (Site Admin) and Nic
Thompson (Document Control/
Project Turnover).
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Erosion
Protection
for Queen’s
Marque
contributed by: David Marcatilli

Q

ueen’s Marque is a huge $380
million development currently
being built on the Halifax, NS
Waterfront, to the east of Lower Water Street, between George and Prince
Streets. The area is known historically as
Queen’s Landing, and is steeped in a rich
military, marine, and mercantile history.
The five-acre development will include a
boutique hotel, luxury rentals and office,
commercial and public space.
Dexter Construction was hired by Amour
Group to build three new wharves as
part of the development. Before construction begins on the new wharves
however, the first order of business for
Dexter’s Jim Cash, is to protect the
shoreline from erosion caused by fastmoving Nova Scotian tides.
Various methods of protection were
looked at, before choosing Fabriform
Concrete Bags. These fabric bags
provide an alternate to more expensive
and labor-intensive shoreline protection
methods, such as sea walls. Developed
in the 1960’s, the bags are laid in place
empty so they can be handled by a small
crew of men. Once arranged, the bags
are then filled with ready mix grout. Fabriform bags are designed with pillow-like
chambers that when filled, form a large
mass of concrete along the shore.
Dexter chose OSCO Concrete to supply
the 100 meters of 35MPa grout, along
with a 38meter pumper for placement.
Work was carried out in May of 2018.
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MOOSEHEAD

Small Batch Brewery

contributed by:

Bill Woodhouse P.Eng., M.Eng.

E

stablished in 1867, Moosehead
Breweries based out of Saint
John, New Brunswick is the
last major brewery in Canada that
is owned by Canadians. As part of
their 150th celebration, Moosehead
decided to expand their product offering, with the ability to create new
products in smaller quantities for
their customers to enjoy. To meet
these objectives, Moosehead decided
to proceed with a new 20 barrel
small batch brewery located within
their existing brewery. FCC Construction was successful in being selected
as the construction manager for this
high profile project, which they began

working on in the Fall of 2017.
Work has been progressing well
on the project since it was
first profiled in the Fall 2017
issue of Connections. The
base building construction
is complete, and crews are
currently working on: the
taproom and retail fit up; piping and service connections in the
brewhouse; as well as exterior work.
The scope of the exterior work has
expanded during the project, with the
addition of a Corten clad steel bridge
structure and exterior siding upgrades, as well as significant changes
to the overall parking lot.
One project milestone has already
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been met, with the cellar vessels
(nine fermentation tanks and two
bright beer tanks) arriving Mid March.
These vessels were installed and piping started immediately.
This has been a team based project with FCC Construction working
closely with Marque Electrical and
OSCO Rebar to complete their respective components of the project.
OSCO Rebar supplied and installed
the rebar for the suspended
slabs, tank pads, the silo
foundation and the exterior
bridge foundation. Marque is
completing all electrical for the
project including electrical connections to the new brewing equipment and the exterior work.
The new Small Batch Brewery is
scheduled to open to the public in
June 2018, which will give patrons
the opportunity to enjoy Moosehead
products in the heart of a fully
operational brewery. The Moosehead
team is very excited to continue their
legacy with this milestone project.
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Brown University

contributed by:

Trevor Watters

Founded in 1764, Brown University is the seventh-oldest college in the United States.
Located in Providence, Rhode Island, Brown is an independent, coed, Ivy League
school. This past year, Ocean Steel was contracted by Shawmut Construction to
work on both Brown’s Watson Institute Expansion, and the Wilson Hall Project.

Friedman Hall
I

n April, 2017, Brown University announced a $24 million gift from the
Richard A. and Susan P. Friedman
Family Foundation, to fund the comprehensive renovation of Brown’s
historic Wilson Hall. The construction project will preserve the historic
exterior of the 1891 building, but
renovate the interior from the ground
up. In recognition of the gift, the
University will rename the building
Friedman Hall upon completion.
Ocean Steel’s Saint John plant
recently completed the fabrication
and supply of 115 tons of structural
steel for the Friedman Hall project,
which is being managed by Shawmut
Design and Construction.

What made this project interesting is
that all the steel supplied needed to be
installed within the existing masonry
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...all the steel supplied
needed to be installed
within the existing
masonry and wood
framed building.
To accomplish this,
the Engineer of
Record performed a
laser scan to create
a 3-dimensional
image of the existing
conditions within the
building.

and wood framed
building. To accomplish this, the
Engineer of Record
performed a laser
scan to create a
3-dimensional image of the existing
conditions within
the building. This
point cloud matrix,
and subsequent IFC
model, was used
to detail the new
structural steel within Wilson Hall
with enough accuracy to tie into the
existing wood and masonry support
systems with minimal field adjustment.

Given the complexity of this project,
it was critical to have a close working
relationship with all parties involved to
ensure that the finished product would
not only fit within the constraints of

the existing building,
but would function as
intended. The Integrated Project Delivery process (IPD) was
critical in this process,
as it promoted open
communication and
coordination between
all subcontractors on
the project. The results
of this collaborative
approach have already
been demonstrated,
as the installation of
the structural steel
elements have been
completed with minimal conflicts or
field modifications required.
Once the project is complete, it will
provide Brown with several large
teaching classrooms and interactive
social space, all within a fully accessible building. The project will dramatically enhance teaching and learning
opportunities on campus.
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Wilson Hall

Wilson Hall

Wilson Hall
Watson
Institute

Watson Institute

Watson Institute
B

rown is currently constructing a
new building for the University’s
Watson Institute for International
and Public Affairs, designed by
architect Toshiko Mori, on a site
adjacent to the current Watson
building. The project is part of an
overall expansion at Watson that
according to a Brown University
press release, “encompasses both
physical spaces and ambitious
plans for creating a more robust,
inclusive and integrative community of scholars addressing global
policy challenges.”

Ocean Steel worked with Shawmut
Construction and Brown University
to supply and fabricate the structural

steel and structural metal decking
for the project. This 31,000 square
foot project consists of a new 3-storey main building which incorporates an existing adjacent house.
The Watson Institute Expansion
involves the supply of 164 tons
of structural steel fabricated by
OSCO’s Saint John, NB facility.
Deliveries for this project began in
October 2017, with the final load of
steel being delivered in December.
This project is being complete using the Integrated Project Delivery,
more commonly known as “IPD”,
process which is a collaborative
approach between the owner, Ar-

chitects, Engineers, General Contractors and various subcontractor
trades, which together make up
the team. Because the IPD process
requires all trade partners to be
engaged at all stages of the project,
it offers subcontractors such as
Ocean Steel an opportunity to
bring our experience and expertise
to the design team early on in the
design and coordination processes.
This up front involvement by the
trade partner team allows for
streamlining of the detailing, engineering, fabrication and erection
components of the job, resulting in
a very high-quality project for the
owner at a reduced overall cost.
The Watson Institute Expansion is
expected to be turned over to the
University in the fall of 2018.
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R

obbins Lumber is a fifthgeneration family owned
sawmill, founded in 1881 in
Southern Maine. To adapt to a changing industry, the Robbins’ are currently
in the process of building a new boiler
with better pollution controls and an
8.5 megawatt capacity. With only
1 megawatt needed for their
own operations, the surplus
7.5 megawatt capacity will
produce electricity which
can be sold back to the grid
by Georges River Energy (a
subsidiary of Robbins Lumber Inc.).
The new boiler will create new employment positions for local residents,
and local log suppliers will have a new
market for their waste products, which
had been on the decline due to paper
mill closures.

Ocean Steel’s Saint John and New York
plants began work on the project in
February of 2017, suppying structural
steel for cooling tower supports and
the building mezzanine (which tied
into an existing structure), along with
steel for the new economizer through
the boiler’s supplier, KMW Energy.
Following the success of these
scopes of work, the relationship
expanded to include a number
of additional work packages,
such as platforms & handrails.
OSCO’s Fredericton plant provided
17 chute structures which help distribute the biomass (wood chips, sawdust
& sawmill residue) from the conveyor
belts. Most of the chutes were fabricated from ¼” A572GR50 plate, with some
being lined with UHMW liner plates to

prevent the wear on the inside of the
chutes. Chutes that weren’t fabricated
from A572GR50 plate were constructed
from ¼” Hardox 450 wear plate. The total weight of this project was 10.6 tons
of plate work.
This was a total team project, with fabrication being handled out of all three
OSCO steel plants, and Project Management handled out of the Saint John
and Fredericton locations.
In total, the project including the following packages:
•

Economizer Steel Customer: KMW
- 41.18 Tons

•

Metering Bin & Breeching
Supports: Customer KMW - 17.24
Tons

Georges River Ene
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•

Cooling Tower Supports: Customer MidSouth Engineering - 11.23 Tons

•

Mezzanine Structural Steel: Customer MidSouth Engineering - 80.9Tons

•

Misc Steel, Stairs & Platform: Customer MidSouth Engineering - 49.24 Tons

•

Conveyor Chute Structures: Customer MidSouth Engineering - 9.38 Tons

•

Hog & Screen Structural Steel: Customer
Mid-South Engineering - 21.84 Tons

•

Conveyor Bents: Customer Mid-South
Engineering - 24.18 Tons

All exterior steel had a 2-part epoxy coating, while
interior steel had primer only (painted in the Ocean
Steel shop). The final structural steel was shipped
on March 27th (with only some handrail and grating
still to deliver). The new boiler plant plant should be
operational in late summer or early fall of 2018.

ergy

contributed by:

David Leskie &
Chris Banks CET

Prince Edward
Square Parking Deck
Rehabilitation
contributed by: Kim Doggett

T

his past November and
December 2017, Ocean
Steel Rebar worked with
contractor Hickey Brothers Ltd on Phase 1 of the
Prince Edward Square Parking Slab Rehabilitation
in Saint John, NB. This phase was contained to the
outside parking deck and saw columns and 10,000
sqft of structural slab replaced. In total, Ocean Steel
Rebar supplied and installed 53.08 tons of rebar for
Phase 1. Scheduling and site access was occasionally
a challenge as to not impede mall access for holiday
shoppers of anchor tenants whose customers use
the outdoor parking deck.
Phase 2 is anticipated to start this spring/summer
and will see another 10,000 sqft of the underground
parking structure replaced. Prince Edward Square

Mall opened in 1973 and was Saint John’s first
enclosed mall.
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Miscellaneous
Metals Division
contributed by: Chris Banks, CET
• C
 onveyor Chute Structures,
Searsmont, Maine, USA,
Georges River Energy, 10.4
tons of plate work
• 9
 9ft Pole Barn Addition,
Rusagonis, NB, Jerry O’Leary,
13.6 tons of structural steel
• P
 icadilly Mine Remediation,
Penobsquis, NB, Cementation
Canada, 6.6 tons of misc.
metals & structural steel
• J
 et Plant Clay Treater
Project, Saint John, NB,
Irving Oil Refinery, 2.1 tons of
additional structural steel
• 1
 2ft diameter Pallet and
Header Steel Form for
Concrete Pipes, Saint John,
NB, Strescon Ltd, 6.1 tons of
plate work
• L
 ifting Lug Plates for
Concrete Bridge Girders,
Bedford, NS & Saint John, NB,
Strescon Ltd, 18.1 tons of plate
work.
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Working on a confined site
in downtown Dartmouth
contributed by: David Marcatilli

D

ean Hartman had a vision
of luxury living in Downtown
Dartmouth, when his company,
Boris Holdings, purchased 99
thru 103 Octerloney
Street. Lotus Point
Apartments was born of
that vision. When complete, the 7 story, 50 unit
building will become a
Dartmouth landmark for
years to come.

The properties located at
the very busy corner of
Octerloney and Victoria
Road were demolished
except for the Heritage
property at 99 Octerloney, which
has become the site office for the
large undertaking. After a long excavation period, Project Manager
Jeff Kavanaugh hired Jonathan
Silver of Silvers Contracting to
take charge of formwork for the
property line to property line construction site. OSCO Concrete was
brought aboard after it was decided our pumping capabilities would

fill the need of placing concrete in
hard to reach locations without the
use of a stationary crane. Finally,
Boris hired Site Super Gerry Conrad to organize subtrades at the

very busy site. Through the Boris
team’s organization, the project
has gone off without a hitch.
OSCO has proudly supplied 4000
cubic meters of concrete to Lotus
Point while also suppling all
pumping. Pumping boom sizes
ranged from 32 to 52 metres, with
the last phase of the project being
pumped with a 38 metre boom
using a one sided setup.
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Southborough Service Center
Pre-construction planning leads to smooth precast erection
contributed by: Brendan Clancy P.Eng.

N

orth Branch Construction (NBC)
awarded Strescon Limited the
contract to supply and install
approximately 4,050 sq.ft. of 21- prestressed architectural spandrels for
the Southborough Service Center
parking deck located in Southborough, Massachusetts. The steel frame
structure, clad with an off white,
medium sandblast precast, is an
expansion to the existing parking lot,
intended to increase vehicle capacity
by 56 spaces.
At the Owner’s request, MBA International Architects specified requirements to have the precast on the
new parking deck match the existing
adjacent structures. With no physical
samples available, Strescon’s quality
control was provided images of the
adjacent surfaces in order to fabricate the precast samples for review.
Working closely with NBC and Novel
Iron (Structural Steel Supplier/Installer), 3D precast and steel models were

exchanged for review, until all parties
agreed upon a workable model. This
collaboration virtually eliminated
all surprises when the precast was
hoisted and fastened to the structural
steel. Due to the existing landscape,
the cast-in-place details made precast installation more complicated,
due to sloping walls with minimal
tolerance. Knowing in advance that
the structural steel would not add to
those installation difficulties, was a
major benefit for the pre-construction planning.

ceed allowable tolerances, the storage blocking locations were adjusted
to remove the out-of-tolerance bow
prior to shipping/installation.
Precast installation was carried out by
American Steel & Precast Erectors
over 2 days in late March with minimal
issues, thanks to pre-construction
planning by the team.

Precast fabrication was completed
at Strescon’s Saint John facility over
a 2-week duration ending in late
November 2017. Due to the design
requirements, the spandrel panels
were only 4 ½” thick (lengths varied
from 42’ to 12’). It was critical that
engineering, production and quality
control departments worked closely
to locate all shop lifters. Once the
panels were properly lifted from the
bed after casting, weekly inspections
of the spandrels stored in the yard
were done, to monitor the precast
for any bowing from the prestressing
force. If any panels were found to ex-
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Ma Reside
contributed by: Brendan Clancy P.Eng.

T

he Marriott Courtyard Residence
Inn is a dual-branded hotel
currently under construction in
Dartmouth, NS. Once complete,
the 7 story, 190-room structure will feature a 106-room
Courtyard by Marriott, as
well as an 84-suite, Residence Inn by Marriott. The
hotel will feature a waterslide,
pool, and fitness facility, as well
as meeting rooms; making it ideal for
all types of guests. Ground broke on
site in October of 2016, with hopes
of opening to the public by late 2018.

Strescon’s Saint John plant is supplying 8” hollowcore for levels 3-8, as
well as for the main and penthouse
roofs. This amounts to approximately
107,903 ft2 (1,325 pieces) of hollowcore plank. Due to design requirements, Strescon’s Bedford plant is
supplying 203 pieces of 8” thick solid
slabs, which will line the perimeter of
the building, adjacent to the hollowcore. The structure includes three precast stair towers, for which Borcherdt
Concrete is supplying 47 precast stairs,
as well as 42 precast landings.
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Strescon was
awarded the precast
scope of work through
Magest Building Systems Limited
(MBSL), who were contracted
directly by SouthWest Properties
to provide a complete floor and
wall system to complement the
cast-in-place work being done
on this project. MBSL specializes in cold formed steel (CFS)
sections (walls, flooring and
roofing) and is looking to
bring their fast-paced
method of construction to Atlantic Canada.
The CFS walls being used
on this project are well
suited as part of a complete
structural system, for mid-rise
construction, especially residential. Strescon recently completed
another project with MBSL, when both
companies were contracted by D.P
Murphy Inc. to provide similar scopes
for the Moncton Holiday Inn Express
project, completed in the fall of 2017.
The load-bearing CFS wall system
provided by MBSL is pre-fabricated in
sections and delivered to site ready
for installation, similar to Strescon’s
precast components. The wall system,
which will support the precast floor
members, is lifted into place and fastened to the existing floor. Brace poles
are used to temporarily support &
align the walls, until the precast floor

system is installed and grouted on top
of them. Once the precast scope is
completed, MBSL anchors the tops of
the wall sections to the underside of
the precast floor system, and begins
installation of the next levels wall
assembly. By combining two prefabricated systems, site schedules and
costs are greatly reduced.
Strescon first mobilized to site on
January 29th, 2018, and as of April
1st, had completed installation of the
first 3 levels (3-5) of precast hollowcore, solid slabs, stairs, and landings.
Strescon is expecting to complete
their scope of work by late spring/
early summer of 2018.

www.oscoconstructiongroup.com
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Why Strescore?
Strescore Plank: The Precast Concrete
Solution From Concept To Completion
With construction costs
continually on the rise, the
customer is constantly looking
for products that will produce a
quality building while reducing
the overall project cost.
Precast/Prestressed Strescore
plank offers the developer/
owner many key benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Speed of Construction
Light Weight Floor system
Immediate working platform
Finished Ceiling
Reduced Building Height
All weather construction
Design Freedom
Superior Fire & Sound
Characteristics

Strescore plank has
proven to be the
material of choice for
the floor and roof
system on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Office Buildings
Condominiums
Hotels
Nursing Homes
Industrial
Buildings
Residential
Buildings
Churches
Dormitories
Senior’s
apartments
Schools

Welcome!

Please Enjoy
the Superior
Sound & Fire
Resistance
Provided by
Strescore
Panels

Did You Know?
Strescon purchased its first extruder
to make hollowcore precast concrete
floor slabs 47 years ago, in 1971.
The first Strescore was supplied to the
Colonial Inn project in Saint John, NB.

www.oscoconstructiongroup.com
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Hub at Harrison
Ocean Steel Completes Work on New Jersey Development
contributed by: Jeff Keith

O

cean Steel has completed
construction on the first
phase of the Hub at
Harrison Station, a 10.5-acre
redevelopment in Harrison,
NJ. Construction Managers, Hollister Construction
Services Inc, awarded Ocean
Steel the supply and install contract for the structural steel & metal
deck on two buildings for Phase 1 of
the project, Buildings A & D.
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Fabrication was shared between our
Fredericton & Saint John facilities.
Erection of the 415 Tons of Structural Steel for Building A started in
December 2017 and was completed in early February 2018.
The 380 Tons for Building D
followed immediately after,
and was completed in early April
2018. OSCO subcontracted the installation of the structures to Campbell’s Welding &
Machinery, Inc..

The entire redevelopment project is
rejuvenating a vacated industrial site
into a vibrant urban hub for residents,
businesses & commuters. The
completed project will consist of five
new buildings with a total of 640
rental units; four five-story buildings
and one 11-story tower, including
17,000 square feet of retail space and
a park for residents in the center of
the development.

www.oscoconstructiongroup.com

Cannabis NB

Ocean Steel Rebar Works on Several Cannabis NB Retail Stores
contributed by: Kim Doggett

In

November 2017, the Province of New Brunswick
enacted legislation for the
legal purchase and consumption of
recreational cannabis, in response to
the anticipated federal legalization
expected sometime in the Summer
of 2018. New Brunswick’s legislation
created a new crown corporation
under the control of Alcool NB Liquor
(ANBL), to be known as CannabisNB,
which will oversee the organization,
conduct, management, and control
of the retail sales for recreational
cannabis.
To establish the framework for retail
sales, a series of commercial spaces
will be renovated or newly built by
various commercial/retail developers,
and then leased back to CannabisNB.
The retail spaces consist of 20 sites in

15 communities throughout NB, with
construction split into two phases.

Installed 3.07 tons of rebar and supplied 7040 sqft of wire mesh.

Phase 1: eleven locations, to
be ready for July 2018. Ocean Steel
Rebar provided reinforcing steel for
four of six new construction locations in this phase, totalling 9.70 tons
of reinforcing steel:

Phase 2: nine locations to be
ready for September 2018, seven of
which are new builds. Ocean Steel
Rebar is currently working on four
locations for a total of 11.57 tons of
reinforcing steel:

St. Stephen, NB for Bird Construction
Group. Supplied & Installed 1.94 tons of
rebar; supplied 3520 sqft of wire mesh.

Sackville, NB for Newco Construction Ltd. Supplied 2.08 tons of rebar
and 3840 sqft of wire mesh.

Miramichi, NB for Lindsay Construction. Supplied & Installed 2.07 tons of
rebar; supplied 3520 sqft of wire mesh.

Shediac, NB for RCS Construction
Supplied & Installed 3.47 tons of rebar; supplied 4000 sqft wire mesh.

Sussex, NB for Lindsay Construction.
Supplied & Installed 2.62 tons of rebar; supplied 3520 sqft of wire mesh.

Fredericton, NB for Bird Construction
Group. Supplied & installed 3.80 tons
of rebar; supplied 380 sqft wire mesh

Moncton, NB for Avant Garde Construction Management. Supplied &

Rothesay, NB for Dunn Construction.
Supplied 2.22 tons rebar.

www.oscoconstructiongroup.com
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UMass Boston
Student Housing
contributed by: Trevor Watters.

R

ecognized for its innovative research, the University of Massachusetts Boston, is metropolitan Boston’s public university.
UMass Boston consists of 11 colleges and graduate schools,
serving nearly 17,000 students. In December of 2016, UMass Boston
broke ground on a $120 million, 260,000-square-foot residence
hall, achieving a long-held goal of providing UMass Boston students
with an on-campus residential option. The new complex will consist
of two buildings, ranging from seven to twelve stories, offering a
mixture of styles ranging from single-occupancy apartments to
four-person units. The project will also include seminar rooms, study
lounges, a 23,000-square-foot dining hall, and other amenities.

The University of Massachusetts Building Authority (UMBA) has
entered a P3 partnership for this project with the Capstone Development team, including local partners Elkus Manfredi Architects
and Shawmut Construction. The developer team will take on the
responsibility to finance, design, and construct the facility, under a
land-lease agreement with UMBA.
Ocean Steel was contracted by Shawmutt to provide the fabrication and delivery of 1,320 tons of structural steel columns, beams
and metal decking for the project. Fabrication and delivery was
completed in October 2017 and it is expected that the building will
be available for student use beginning in the Fall of 2018.

Rebar Projects
MARINE & BRIDGES
15.2 metre Precast Frame,
Charlottetown, PEI; Atlantic
Hy-Span; 51 Tons Rebar
Digby Rail Trail Bridge, Dibgy,
NS; MidValley Construction; 25
Tons Rebar
Shelburne WWTF Upgrade,
Shelburne, NS; MidValley
Construction; 34 Tons Rebar
Lake Major Dam Replacement,
Halifax, NS; Lindsay Construction;
146 Tons Rebar
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contributed by:

Greg Tims & Dawne Grandy

1101 Cole Harbour
Apartments, Cole Harbour, NS;
Metatron Development Limited;
94 Tons Rebar, 28,800 sf mesh

RETAIL & COMMERCIAL
Kings Mutual Century
Centre, Berwick, NS; Lindsay
Construction; 20 Tons Rebar,
27,072 sf mesh
Kent Metro Operations
Centre, Lower Sackville, NS;
Lindsay Construction; 42 Tons
Rebar, 5,280 sf mesh
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HIAA Passenger Processing
Terminal Expansion, Enfield,
NS; Halifax International Aiport
Authority; 31 Tons Rebar,
36,000 sf mesh
Mic Mac Mall Renovation,
Dartmouth, NS; Marco Maritimes;
27 Tons Rebar, 560 sf mesh
HIAA New Bollard, Enfield,
NS; Dexter Construction; 47
Tons Rebar
Atlantic Playland Waterslides,
Lucasville, NS; Seymour

Construction; 42 Tons Rebar
Kavanaugh Farms Potato
Storage, Grand Falls, NB; Keenan
Construction; 20 Tons Rebar
Eastern Sea Products
Expansion, Scoudouc, NB; J.W.
Lindsay Const; 76 Tons Rebar
Prince Edward Square Phase
2, Saint John, NB; Hickey; 51
Tons Rebar
Kloosterboer Freezer
Addition, Bayside, NB; Hickey
Brothers; 36 Tons Rebar

www.oscoconstructiongroup.com
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Canadian Coast Guard
contributed by: Dave Dunnett P.Eng.

OSCO

Concrete’s Saint John ready-mix
plant recently wrapped up supplying
a new customer, Buttcon East, with concrete for
two Coast Guard Buildings in Saint John, NB. One is
an office and garage/shop facility located in the
McAllister Industrial Park (below), while the other is
an Aircraft Hangar at the SJ Airport (left). Both
projects got started in late fall/early winter of 2017,
and are expected to be complete by Summer 2018.
In total, OSCO Concrete supplied over 1000 cubic
metres of ready-mix concrete.

Irving Oil Parkade,
Saint John, NB; Maxim
Construction; 117 Tons Rebar

Avondale Construction, 21
Tons Rebar

Irving Oil Home Office
Landscaping, Saint John, NB;
143 Tons Rebar, 5000 sf mesh

Saint John Laundry Facility,
Saint John, NB: Avondale
Construction, 45 Tons Rebar,
30,000 sf mesh

INSTITUTIONAL

INDUSTRIAL

Peticodiac Baptist Church
Addition, Petitcodiac, NB; Rice
Construction; 19 Tons Rebar,
4200 Square feet mesh

1500 Ton Marine Railway,
Digby, NS; Spec Resources; 48
Tons Rebar

Byron Dobason Arena
Upgrades, Riverview, NB;

RESIDENTIAL
1801 Station Pointe,

Fredericton, NB; Colpitts
Developments, 48 Tons Rebar,
45,000 sf mesh
MU2 Rockingham South,
Bedford, NS; City Centre
Property Management; 795
Tons Rebar, 41,328 sf mesh
Westway 3 Building, Bedford,
NS; Armour Construction; 284
Tons Rebar, 10,880 sf mesh
24 Unit Sackville, Middle
Sackville, NS; Crossfield Ridge
Investments; 43 Tons Rebar,
25,616 sf mesh
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West Village at the Parks,
Bedford, NS; 3311968 NS
Limited; 31 Tons Rebar, 8,512
sf mesh
Coburg & Seymour
Apartments, Halifax, NS;
Enqore Developments; 234
Tons Rebar, 29,280 sf mesh

MUNICIPAL
Point Sainte-Anne Street
Upgrades, Fredericton, NB;
Philson Ltd; 24 Tons Rebar
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Supervisor Safety Training
contributed by:

Lou Totino, COHS, CSS

B

eing a professional
Supervisor
requires much more than learning
information. It requires a continual
process of thinking about responsibilities and exercising judgement
in different ways. It means drawing on your own, as well as other
people’s experiences and applying
a combination of information and
experience to your workplace.
The same thinking process that
applies to the traditional responsibilities of a Supervisor also
apply to a Supervisor’s responsibilities in workplace safety.
Many Occupational Health and
Safety Acts throughout Canada
and the United States, set the
framework that requires employers take all reasonable and practicable steps to ensure the health
and safety of persons in the workplace. Employers rely on front-line
supervision to effectively manage
workplace activities and establish
corporate due diligence. The Supervisor must need to understand
the relationship between legislative requirements, supervisor
duties, and due diligence.
In 2017, the OSCO Construction
Group Safety Department identified the need to train or refresh
all persons throughout the entire

STOP & correct
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Group, who have been identified as a Supervisor – “a person
who has charge of workplace or
authority over a workplace.” This
is an integral part of the OSCO
Construction Group’s dedication
towards Due Diligence Training of
their Supervisors in Field and Plant
settings.

requirements pertaining to identifying workplace hazards and controlling the hazards encountered.

The safety training sessions were
designed for Managers, Supervisors, Foremen and Lead Hands, to
provide them with the knowledge
needed to assist in their leadership role. Group safety training
sessions covered topics such as:

overview of jurisdictional Occupational Health & Safety Act,
General Safety Regulations, CSA
Standards, and Due Diligence
legislation.

Supervisor’s
Responsibilities: Taking
every reasonable precaution
to ensure the Health & Safety
of all employees and company
bestowed Supervisor duties.

Communications: Effective,
cooperative, active, and open communication of all workplace parties.
Accident Causation: Understanding immediate and basic
causal factors.

Accident Prevention: Promoting a safety culture, leading
by example, workplace inspections, investigating safety concerns, and implementing correction actions.
Hazard Identification &
Control: Review of jurisdictional

watch your back

follow the rules

Hazard & Risk Assessment:
An exercise to measure workplace risk and how it impacts
operational planning.

Legislation Review: An

Included in the Supervisor Safety
Training was the OSCO Construction Group’s Drug and Alcohol
Awareness Training for Supervisors. The objective is to assist the
Supervisor in developing skills to
observe and recognize behaviors
that may interfere with maintaining a safe, secure and productive
work environment.
Successful training sessions have
now been held in both Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick by
their respective territorial Safety
Manager. At the sessions,
different Supervisors shared their
experiences, ideas, and offered
suggestions to one another, to
assist in improving workplace
safety. It’s through this kind of
sharing that innovative ideas can
flourish. Safety is everyone’s
responsibility, and the OSCO
Group is dedicated to ensuring it
remains our #1 priority.

communicate

stay alert

www.oscoconstructiongroup.com
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Being Prepared While
Working at Heights
contributed by: Lou Totino, COHS, CSS

W

orker safety is something that all
OSCO Managers and Supervisors take very seriously, and working
at heights is no exception. While working at
heights, workplace safety regulations require
control methods to be in place to protect the
worker. The most common control method is
the use of a fall arrest system which includes a
full body harness, connecting device, and an
appropriate anchor point.
With a spotlight on workplace fall protection
requirements, jurisdictions and clients require
persons who work at heights to have a rescue
plan in the event of a fall by a worker who has
been suspended by their fall arrest system. The
intent is to ensure a timely rescue and immediate medical treatment for the fallen worker.
As with all Group members, Strescon (Atlantic)
Limited always puts safety as their first priority.
In 2013, following consultation with the OSCO
Group Safety Department, Strescon Atlantic
purchased a rescue device from a leading manufacturer in fall protection and rescue equipment. A second unit was added this year.

Since 2013, all Strescon (Atlantic) Limited employees have
been given training, followed up
by regular refresher training. The
principle is to keep current with the
use of the device, to be effective when
the need may arise. Participants review
operation of the device, which allows an
individual to be raised or lowered to a safe
surface. Participants are also trained regarding
the medical complications that may arise if a
worker is suspended for an extended period,
including the appropriate recovery position.
Strescon (Atlantic) Limited works in many
different environments and settings, so
preparation is critical to a safe and timely
rescue when working at heights. Job Safety
Analysis (JSA) is therefore completed during
the initial planning stages of every project.
This planning stage allows the Site Supervisor, along with their Safety Department
representative, an opportunity to discuss
what alternative rescue methods are available that can be used. No matter what option
is selected, preparation is a must!

Pictured: Rescue refresher
training at Strescon’s Saint
John, NB plant. In attendance:
Chris Greer, Brad Johnson,
Norm Godin (person being
suspended/ lowered), Terry
Cernjak, Travis Bryan, Keith
MacLennan, Jamie Paterson
& Mark Shaw.

www.oscoconstructiongroup.com
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Charging Up for the Future
New Electric Vehicle Charging Station Installed at Head Office
contributed by: April Glendenning, PTech

H

ave you ever considered buying an electric car, but were
concerned that you wouldn’t make it
from home to work and back home
again? Well…that is no longer a concern for OSCO Group employees at
400 Chesley Drive in Saint John, NB.
The installation of a SmartTwo charging station gives employees a place
to charge their car while at work.
With gas prices on the rise, a lot of
people have considered switching to
electric vehicles (EV), however the lack
of charging stations can quickly extinguish the thought of buying an EV.
With manufacturers like Chevrolet and

Nissan making EV cars more available,
we will soon be seeing an increase of
them on the road, which will mean a
greater need for charging stations.
The charging station located at Head
Office in Saint John, can charge one
vehicle at a time. Charging times vary
depending on the size of the car battery, and typically charge at a rate of 6
kW/hr. There is a charging fee of $1.50/
hr and the unit is very user friendly.

FCC Construction has installed charging stations at two Commercial Properties locations in the Saint John Area so
far; one at 400 Chesley Drive and another at the Mercantile Center uptown.
There are also plans to install charging
stations at a few other Commercial
Properties buildings in the future.

OSCO employee, Steve Adams who
works at 400 Chesley Drive, has recently made the switch to an electric
vehicle. He is saving at least $15/day
in fuel costs. With a daily commute
of approximately 100 km/day and in-

If you are considering buying an
electric car, check out www.plugshare.com to see where charging
stations are located worldwide. It can
help you to see where you can go to
charge up while on the road.

Rock Solid Future
Glenholme Land Purchase Guarantees
Supply for OSCO Aggregates
contributed by: Shawn Putnam

O

SCO Aggregates’ Glenholme location previously
consisted of three pit properties. Two of these have now been
exhausted and reclaimed, while the
third contains enough material for one
more good year of production. Although the Glenholme area is known
as gravel ground, a lot of the areas reserves have already been depleted or
have buildings on them, making future
reserves harder to find.
To the Northwest of pit #1 is an 86-acre
parcel of land that was used in the late
1980’s by paving contractor Warren
Maritimes to supply aggregate to its
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creasing gas prices, the installation of
the new charging station at Head Office made the switch easy for Steve.

asphalt plant in nearby Debert, NS..
Warren excavated about 10 acres before
they shut down business in the Maritimes and auctioned off all their property. The property was then acquired by
Lafarge, who retained it for future reserve. Following organizational changes
at Lafarge, the property was recently
put up for sale. OSCO made a deal to
purchase the Glenholme land, pending
an environmental assessment and Industrial approval to operate a gravel pit
(although previously permitted, approval
had expired on the idle pit).
The environmental assessment was
conducted by Dillon Consulting, who
evaluated the potential environmental

effects of the project, and identified
mitigation and monitoring measures to
minimize adverse effects. The components assessed included: potential
for rare plants and animals; migratory
birds; wetlands; groundwater resources; surface water resources; fish and
fish habitat; archaeological and heritage resources; air quality/noise; and
associated socio-economic conditions.
The gathered information was then
submitted to the Nova Scotia Minister
of Environment, and following review,
was approved with a few conditions.
The purchase has ensured a continued
supply of high quality sand and stone
for concrete production and construction aggregates in northern NS,
Halifax and PEI. The new property has
a future reserve of approximately 1.2
million tonnes, for a life expectancy of
7-10 years of production. OSCO
customers and employees can take
great comfort in knowing that we are
committed and willing to invest in
aggregates for the future.

www.oscoconstructiongroup.com
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GPS Trackit Software
PEI Ready-Mix Plants Increase Efficiency With New Tool
contributed by: Doran Gilbert

O

ver the years, there have been
great advancements in technology to help manage our ReadyMix Fleet. One of these advancements
is a GPS Tracking system referred to as
TrackIt, supplied through a company
called FiveCubits, A Command Alkon
Company. TrackIt can provide a wide
range of features and data collection
options, depending on the software
package you purchase. It can be very
beneficial to the everyday production
and delivery of Ready-Mix Concrete.
OSCO Concrete has 3 plants located
on Prince Edward Island: Schurman
Concrete in Summerside; Schurman
Concrete in Charlottetown; and MacLean’s Ready-Mix in Montague.
TrackIt is a software program that is
linked to our fleet through the use
of antennas and docking stations in
the cab of the trucks. This equipment
detects each truck’s GPS location, and
displays the information on a monitor
at the batcher/dispatcher’s work station. It can also be accessed through
mobile phones and tablets as needed.

TrackIt diplays each truck’s unit number
and location, allowing each driver to
access the docking station by using
their employee I.D. number. In doing
so, they can send messages back to the
batcher/dispatcher and also have presettings they use throughout the day.
In the morning, they start with their
pre-trip setting, where they inspect
the truck to ensure it is ready to be put
in service. Once they have completed
their pre-trip, they choose the “ready
for service” option. After they are
batched with ready mix concrete, the
software indicates the truck is heading to the job site, then notifies when
they have arrived on-site. Once the
contractor is ready to off-load the truck
on-site, the driver chooses the “begin
pouring” option. This is very beneficial,
because at times we arrive on-site but
the customer is not ready, or there is
other equipment or objects in the way,
or quite simply, there are other trucks
ahead, waiting to be unloaded. With
the TrackIt system, the batcher/dispatcher is kept informed of any delays
on-site, and can change the delivery
plan to accommodate such challenges.
Once the truck is done unloading, the

www.oscoconstructiongroup.com

operator chooses the “wash out” setting to indicate they are done pouring
and are washing down the chutes and
fins in the drum. When complete, the
driver chooses the setting “returning
to plant” and the batcher/dispatcher
now knows the driver is coming back,
as well as the estimated arrival time,
enabling coordination for the next jobs.
Now that TrackIt has taken the guesswork out of where the trucks are and
when they will be back, the dispatcher
is able to coordinate jobs more efficiently, and provide our customers
with more accurate expected delivery times. It also helps if a driver gets
lost, as the screen displays the truck
location on a full map of PEI, so the
batcher/dispatcher can provide precise
directions to get him to the job site.
With three plants using TrackIt on PEI,
we are also able to see the location of
each other’s trucks, which enables us
to reroute trucks to each other’s plants
as needed. All three plant managers
and dispatchers from each location
work together to better serve our
customers Island-wide.
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Helping Hands
contributed by: Tyler Isnor

OSCO

Construction Group is a proud supporter of
many great organizations and associations who
strive to support and better out communities. Following are
some of the groups we have contributed to in the past year:
• Alzheimer’s Society of N.B
• Amazeatorium Play
• Anglican Diocese of
Fredericton
• Bedford Blues Bantam AA
Team
• Bobby’s Hospice

• Canadian Cancer Society
• Canadian Diabetes Assoc.
• Canadian Mental Health
Association
• Children’s Wish Foundation
• Community Safety Net

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Curl for Cancer
Firefighters Museum of N.S
Fishing for Memories
Glace Bay Little League
Halifax Lebanese festival
Hampton Minor Ball Assoc.
Heart & Stroke Foundation
Hilcrest United Baptist
Church
Irving Hockey League
IWK Heath Care Foundation
KVMHA Bantam
Lebanese Cedar Festival
Montague Minor Hockey
New Brunswick Lung Assoc.
Romero House

• Rothesay Netherwood
School
• Saint John Bantam AAA Sea
Dogs
• Saint John Police Assoc.
• Saint John Regional Hospital
Foundation
• Saint John Theater Company
• Saint John Youth Minor
Hockey
• TASA Peewee A Team
• The Atlantic Hockey Group
• The Salvation Army
• UNB Steel Bridge Team
• United Way
• YMCA

Dress Red
for Heart & Stroke
contributed by: Tyler Isnor

O

n February 14th OSCO Head Office participated
in the Dress Red event! Huge shout out to all
of the employees who purchased a heart sticker
and dressed in red. All donations were made to
the “Dress Red in Support of the Heart and Stroke
Foundation of New Brunswick” campaign.
Our employees donated $250, and with the
Company matching dollar-for-dollar, we raised a
total donation of $500! Thank you to all who
participated!
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Take Our Kids to Work Day
contributed by: Shelley McNamara

N

ational “Take Our Kids to Work
Day” was held on Wednesday,
November 1st. This program is
for grade 9 students across Canada
and provides an opportunity for
kids to job-shadow with a parent or
sponsor to learn about different careers. This year, OSCO’s HR Department held a morning session which
included a company presentation,
safety orientation, a work experience
discussion, and a plant tour. We had
a total of eight students participate;
7 at OSCO Head Office and 1 at
Strescon’s Bedford, NS location.
At Head Office, we started our morning session with a meet and greet
over a light breakfast from Tim Horton’s, followed by a company orientation led by Shelley McNamara, HR.
Before a tour of our Ocean Steel

Plant, Safety Manager Duanne
Shanks led the students through a
shop safety orientation, and then
headed next door for the plant
tour. In the plant, they were guided
through the main shop floor and
paint room welding area, while learning about the steel process and the
functionality of the different machinery, as well as upcoming projects.
After the tour, we had a group discussion about the different teams we’ve
belonged to, as well as our work,
school and volunteer experiences. We
then discussed what we’ve learned
from each of these, and how to translate those skills to a job search.
The students were then presented certificates of participation, along with a
few thank you gifts for choosing OSCO
Construction Group as their Take Our
Kids to Work Day option. Thank you
to our students and sponsors: Drake
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DeMerchant (Brent DeMerchant),
Jonah Stewart (Fred Stewart), Ethan
Price (Jon Morine), Tia Presley (Chelsea & Jason Presley), Ethan Safford
(Dave Safford), Gabrielle Gauvin (Patricia McArthur), and Ethan Adams
(Peter Adams).
Strescon’s Bedford, NS location also
had a student participant this year;
Eliza MacDonald, daughter of Steve
MacDonald. Eliza received a morning presentation from Vivian Chaisson of HR, as well as an overview of
projects and positions that the company is currently working on. Eliza
then job shadowed for the day!
A big thank you also goes out to
everyone who assisted with the
coordination of the event and helped
make this day possible, including Tim
Dawson and Duanne Shanks in Saint
John, and Vivian Chaisson and Lou
Totino in Nova Scotia.
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School Recruiting
OSCO Teamwork Continues to Educate Technology & Trade Students
contributed by: Ashley Dooks, BBA CPHR

O

SCO Construction Group’s HR & Operational Departments partnered to hold information sessions at the
New Brunswick Community Colleges in Moncton and
Fredericton, NB. The sessions targeted the Engineering
Technology students, to give them a
personalized introduction to
our Group of Companies and
discuss the potential career
opportunities for graduates, that
exist across the various sectors
of our organization.
To illustrate how OSCO can
offer a CAREER, rather than just
a job after graduation, we offered a case-study presentation
on NBCC alumni Ann Eagles’
19-year career with Ocean Steel
& Construction Ltd.. After a presentation from HR explaining our
Group of Companies as a whole,
Ann took over and was able to show the students how she
has built her career with Ocean Steel. She went through
each of the different roles she has worked in and was able
to relate it to her schooling from NBCC, as well as give an
in-depth explanation on how she was able to move from
role to role, as well as the duties that were important for
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her to master along the way. The students were really able
to see a career being built, and visualize themselves being
able to do the same thing post-graduation.
Another avenue of school recruiting for OSCO Construction Group is trade program visits. Each year, from January
through March, OSCO’s Human
Resources & Operational
Department representatives visit
steel fabrication and welding
students all over New Brunswick in hopes of finding future
employees. With the help of
Plant Managers Troy Hawkes
(Ocean Steel-SJ) and Andrew
MacKenzie (Ocean Steel-F),
OSCO visits students enrolled
in trade programs at CCNBBathurst, NBCC-Moncton,
NBCC-St. Andrews, NBCCSaint John and, new to our
traveling road show this year,
NBCC-Woodstock. Along with searching for
future full time employees, OSCO also uses this opportunity to bring students into our steel fabrication shops to
complete their programs’ required work practicums. In the
coming months, OSCO could be hosting students in our
plants from as many as five different schools!
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Health & Wellness Review
contributed by: J
 ennifer

Assessments.

Blackwood

2018

marks the third
year of a 3-year
health and wellness program for
the OSCO Construction Group’s
NB locations; Ocean Capital
Holdings Limited; Commercial
Properties; and Acadia Broadcasting. It’s also the second year
for the OSCO Group’s NS and
PEI locations.

Managing Stress.

Employee Assistance Program
Awareness Session.

The following graphs
demonstrate the resulting health
outcomes, comparing 2016 to
2017 for OSCO Group NB,
Ocean Capital Holdings Limited,
Commercial Properties and
Acadia Broadcasting.

Annual Education Session: topics include, 2016 Waist Management, 2017 Understanding the
Nutritional Facts Label, and 2018
The Mind Body Connection and

The program, designed to educate and support the heart and
psychological health of all employees, includes the following:

100%

99%

90%

85%

59%

Participation Rate for
Health Education, EAP
Session and Health
Assessments

52%

Informational Newsletters: two
monthly; one to support heart
health and the second to support psychological health.

Attended Health Education
& EAP Sessions
Employees Found
Information Helpful
Participated in Health
Assessment

Annual Personal Health

Number of Employees Who Agreed With Each Statement
Following 1-2 Years of Participation in the Wellness Program (229 Employees Surveyed)
The health assessment helped me to better understand my health

205

I made an apt with my Dr. as a result of my health assessment

49

I am now eating more vegetables

140

I am now eating more fruit

148

I now include physical activity in my lifestyle

156

I have increased my physical activity

136

I stopped drinking pop

92

I stopped drinking juice

68

I reduced my alcohol consumption

74

I quit drinking

23

I quit smoking
I have reduced the amount I smoke

39
11

I have increased the amount of fiber I eat

128

I am sleeping better and less tired

93
YES
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Year Club
Welcomes 6 New Members!

contributed by: Ashley Dooks, BBA CPHR

T

he OSCO Construction
Group’s annual 25 Year
Club Dinner was held on
November 30th, 2017. We continued
our practice of opening the evening
up for members to purchase tickets
to bring a guest with them. This gives
family members an opportunity to see
how the OSCO Group celebrates and
appreciates their long service employees; whether active or retired.
We returned again this year to Saint
John’s historic Union Club, a facility built in the 1890’s, where we were
treated to a beautiful turkey dinner and a lovely dessert. As always,
George Paisley (Strescon retiree)
graciously presided over a moment
of silence for retirees who had passed
away since last year’s dinner, followed
by asking the blessing over the meal.
Following the meal was the induction of our newest members to the 25
Year Club. Keeping with the tradition
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started a couple of years ago, we
commissioned Arrowfoot Inc. to film
and create videos for those inductees
who wished to be filmed.
Our first inductee was Tony Awalt,
Dispatcher with OSCO Concrete. After
watching Tony’s very entertaining
video, clearly one the participants had
fun with; David Bancroft, General
Manager of OSCO Concrete, had the
honor of presenting Tony with his gift
and official induction.
Our second inductee was John
Fraser, Strescon’s Nova Scotia Precast Manager. John’s video, featuring
his supervisor, employees, and fellow
contemporaries, gave a great perspective of what it has been like to work
with John for over 25 years. Following
the video, Don Isnor, Vice President &
General Manager of our Concrete Sector, presented John with his gift and
welcomed him into the 25 Year Club.
The third inductee was Chris Greer,
Erection Manager with Strescon

Atlantic. In addition to hearing from
Chris’ supervisors and employees,
his video included a special message
from a family member who was able
to give a different perspective of Chris
and how much his work means to
him. Following the video, Don Isnor
presented Chris with his gift and welcomed him into the 25 Year Club.
Three additional inductees, Mark
Chamberlain, Thomas Cormier, &
David Webb, all with Strescon Limited,
were not able to attend, so Mr. Isnor
accepted their gifts on their behalf.
In addition to receiving their induction
gifts and pins, the attending inductees’
guests were presented with gift baskets full of treats from Laura Secord!
The evening closed with Mr. Hans O.
Klohn and Mr. John Irving drawing
tickets for door prizes, then everyone
picked up a copy of our new Connections magazine on the way out.
Congratulations to all our new
Inductees!
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FCC’s Maintenance Team
contributed by: David Safford

& Brian Way

S

East Saint John School, 201 Crown
Street and the Golden Ball Building.

of the team, known as the Projects
Group, led by Duanne Buchanan,
completes projects such as building
renovations; blast shelter and shipping
container conversions; concrete work;
and custom cabinet work.

ince acquiring the
Facilities Maintenance program at
the Irving Oil Refinery in the summer
of 2014, FCC has grown the team and
expanded both the scope of work
and responsibilities of the program.

General maintenance responsibilities
include: conducting building audits,
task completions, exterior maintenance (snow removal, line painting
and landscaping), preventative maintenance, and reactionary events (leaks,
breaks and utility outages). A division

The team now consists of 30 people,
including the Program Manager, Supervisors, Maintenance Coordinator,
Safety Coordinator, Site Administrator,
Building Technicians, HVAC Technicians, Carpenters and Laborers. The
main operation is dispatched out of an
office in the refinery, often referred to
as “The Hive”. The work is done mainly
at the refinery, as well as other properties owned by Irving Oil such as;
Canaport, East Saint John Terminals,

As “One Team” across Irving Oil, FCC facility maintenance helps in so many
ways from assisting in events to making sure our properties show the pride in
our facilities. I have confidence that this team represents Irving Oil, our Refinery
and FCC in highest regards. The team has shown how diversified it can be, from
building Christmas floats, to setting up many company events such as company
picnics, Christmas Parties, and meetings big or small. Quarterbacks David Safford
and Sue Doucette have the planning, and communication skills to make any event
go smoothly. I am pleased to work with such a fine team here at the Refinery.

The role of the FCC Team has
expanded in the support of the yearly
continued next page...

Rick Goucher, Irving Oil
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...continued from previous page

maintenance turnaround
at the refinery leading up to
this year’s “Operation Kingfisher”
turnaround, expected to be the
biggest in the Refinery’s history.
Supervisor Jason Soucy is
dedicated to this year’s turnaround
preparations, with support staff as
required.
Involvement in HR/PR events has
also increased vastly over the last
2 years, with the Team supporting Irving Oil in events such as the
Safety Symposium, Family Picnics,
Environmental Days, Christmas
events, IOL branding events and
most recently, the IOL Town Hall
meetings over the past two years.
Execution of the facility audits was
expanded and improved in early
2017, by dedicating Jonathan Sullivan as the primary auditor, with
tasks coordinated by Greg Garnett.
The result of this operational change
is that FCC is now performing 400+
audits a year, and are seeing significant improvement in the facilities.
The team is also very proud of the
progress that has been made in
safety culture since 2014, led by
Safety Coordinator Brian Way.
FCC has been very involved with
the IOR safety programs, such as
the Hazard Elimination cards. This
program identifies potential
hazards that can be addressed
easily and safely at that moment,
because in doing so, you are
making a difference. FCC has taken
on this program and are averaging
over 175 eliminations a month,
placing us in the top 5 among all
on-site companies at the Refinery.
Great job team! FCC also started
new programs with the goal of
being injury free. One example is a
stretching program which is done
after daily tool box talks, to get the
blood circulating and keep limber.
The established Joint Health and
Safety Committee is in place to
address any issues and concerns
that arise.
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Jamie Reid Advocates
for Concrete in Ottawa
contributed by: Vivian Chaisson CPHR

O

SCO Concrete’s PEI Operations Manager,
Jamie Reid, recently travelled to Parliament Hill with concrete industry delegates
from across Canada, to educate those in
federal and provincial power about advancements in concrete technologies and environmental efforts in the industry.
The delegates met with almost 80 MPs and
senior civil servants on the Hill. Jamie currently serves as President of the Atlantic Concrete Association (ACA), and represented the
industry in this capacity. One objective was to
provide information regarding the benefits of
using concrete for infrastructure projects, including its positive long-term impact on cost,
and its resilient, environmentally-conservative
footprint.
In an interview for the ACA newsletter (Winter 2017), Jamie summed up the successful
meeting by saying “Overall, it was a great
experience... I hope it makes people think
twice as they prepare to spend money on
upcoming infrastructure projects. We just
wanted to make sure when they’re looking at
those projects, they take a look at concrete.
It may not be the cheapest option day one,
but when you look at the lifecycle, it typically
lasts longer than anything else available on
the market. Concrete is resilient. It can stand
up to pretty much anything. It’s energy efficient. Some of the most efficient buildings in
the world are built out of concrete. It doesn’t
burn, get moldy or rot.” Jamie complimented
the meeting organizers saying “It was well
organized and well planned”.
Jamie and ACA Executive Director, Pam
Woodman, focused on meeting with as many
MPs as possible during their visit. He believes
that going forward “there is a lot of optimism,” and noted the timing of the meeting
“was really good for this”.
Congratulations to Jamie for a job well done
representing Atlantic Canada and much thanks
to him, for dedicating his volunteer efforts to
further the Concrete Industry. We are sure his
time at this meeting will serve Maritime
Infrastructure plans very well going forward.
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FRESH FACES congratulations!
Ocean Steel
Jill Jenkins......................Document Printer/Runner, SJ
Angela Smith.................................................Estimator, SJ

OSCO Group Services
Daniel Hachey................Technical Support Analyst, SJ
Leslie Sears................................. Asset Administrator, SJ
Michelle Snider ..............Payroll & Benefits Analyst, SJ

FCC Construction
Peter Veriker................................ Safety Coordinator, SJ

AllStar Rebar
Venessa Alward.......Administrative Assistant, Bedford

Strescon
Mitchell McQuade.....Plant Superintendent - Pipe, SJ
Brody Fillmore...................................... QC Inspector, SJ

... President’s Message (continued from page 3)

finishes. It is a new approach to designing which
enables specialty subcontractors or suppliers to
manufacture major elements of a project in a factory
environment. It does not mean that standard,
manufactured elements have to be adopted in
all cases. It is more about design rationalization,
optimizing materials and logistics planning to achieve
higher rates of productivity on site. It’s about finding
ways to reduce resources, whether measured in
quantity, cost, time or carbon, while, at the same
time, increasing health & safety, quality and certainty
of completion.
To be successful in DfMA, the design and construction team have to think outside the box at the “conceptual” stage of the design process. Their collective
thinking will have to shift away from the traditional
means of construction…. to scenarios where projects
are assembled rather than constructed. This is where
more effort will have to made at the early stages of a
project to create highly detailed, fabrication-quality
models which conform to digital data standards
adopted by the AEC industry. Manufacturer-subcontractors and specialty suppliers will need to have the
capability to virtualize design-to-manufacture-toassembly processes as part of their services. Those
who introduce DfMA as part of their BIM processes;

Family Additions:

Weddings:

Congratulations to Kyle Blanchard
(FCC) and his wife Emily who
welcomed a baby boy, Liam
Derek Blanchard, on December
12th, 2017. Liam is also the first
grandchild for Carl Blanchard
(FCC) and his wife Cathy.

Congratulations to Chris
Carmichael (Group Services) and
his wife Jessica, who tied the knot
on December 29th!

Congratulations to Luke Johnson
(FCC) and his wife Janelle who
welcomed a baby boy, Russell Erin
Johnson, on December 13th, 2017.
Congratulations to Jonathan
Byrne (KCS) and his wife Stacy who
welcomed a baby girl, Céile Ann
Byrne, on November 29th, 2017.
Congratulations to Steven Zwicker
(OSCO Concrete-Bedford) and
Jessica Spicer, who welcomed
their daughter, Adalynn Zwicker.
Adalynn was a Mother’s Day baby,
born on May 13th, 2018.
Congratulations to Jeff Price
(Group Services) and his wife
Debbie, who were thrilled to
welcome their first grandchild;
granddaughter Madelyn Grace,
born on May 8th, 2018.

Applause:
Congratulations to Jamie
Morgan (FCC Electrical) for
completing his Electrical
Apprenticeship in April 2018.
Congratulations to Lori Li (Ocean
Steel) who received her PE
(Professional Engineer) license in
Connecticut in January!
Congratulations to Abbey Duguay
(FCC) and Carl Blanchard
(FCC) who both received Life
memberships into the Assoc
of Professional Engineers and
Geoscientists of NB, in recognition
of 35 years as members.
Congratulations to Veronique
Wilczak (FCC) who was recently
accepted into the Radiological
Technology program in the Fall at
UNBSJ!

who can use their digital tools to “industrialize” construction; and, who
can digitally collaborate more effectively with the entire project team
will survive and obtain more work in the future.
The OSCO Construction Group is positioning itself to participate in
DfMA with enhanced digital tools and manufacturing processes as this
transformation in the construction industry takes place and matures.
We are preparing ourselves to move from single-discipline prefabrication, such as precast concrete wall panels with an exterior finish, to
multi-discipline prefabrication, such as wall systems with electrical,
plumbing, mechanical, insulation, air & vapour barrier and finished
interior & exterior surfaces. These are exciting times for the construction industry and we’re pleased
to be a participant in the digital
revolution currently underway.
Stay tuned as we keep you
Hans O. Klohn
President, OSCO Construction Group
up-to-date on our progress…
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Our Locations
STRUCTURAL STEEL:

READY-MIX (OSCO Concrete):

AGGREGATES:

OCEAN STEEL - Corporate office & SJ plant
400 Chesley Drive, Saint John, NB • CA
Phone: (506) 632-2600
Member Since • 1955

OSCO CONCRETE NB - Saint John plant
101 Ashburn Lake Rd., Saint John, NB • CA
Phone: (506) 633-8877
Member Since • 1963

OSCO AGGREGATES
749 Little Dyke Rd, Debert, NS • CA
Phone: (902) 662-3722
Member Since • 2008

OCEAN STEEL - New England Sales Office
40 Burlington Mall Road, Suite 207
Burlington, MA • USA
Phone: (781) 221-2152
Member Since • 1991

OSCO CONCRETE NB - Moncton plant
1212 Berry Mills Rd, Moncton, NB • CA
Phone: (506) 858-7110
Member Since • 2004

OSCO AGGREGATES
248 Canaan Mountain Road,
Canaan Mountain, NS • CA
Phone: (902) 546-2373
Member Since • 2014

YORK STEEL - Plant & service center
550 Wilsey Road, Fredericton, NB • CA
Phone: (506) 444-7989
Member Since • 1995
OCEAN STEEL CORPORATION - Office
53 Shaw Road, Conklin, NY • USA
Phone: (607) 584-7500
Member Since • 2004

PRECAST:
STRESCON LIMITED
Corporate Office & SJ plant
101 Ashburn Lake Rd., Saint John, NB • CA
Phone: (506) 633-8877
Member Since • 1963
STRESCON LIMITED - Bedford office & plant
131 Duke St., Bedford, NS • CA
Phone: (902) 494-7400
Member Since • 1978
STRESCON LIMITED - New England Sales Office
40 Burlington Mall Road, Suite 207
Burlington, MA • USA
Phone: (781) 221-2153
Member Since • 1991
BORCHERDT CONCRETE PRODUCTS
Office & plant
326 Hardscratch Road, Brooklyn, NS • CA
Phone: (902) 742-7811
Member Since • 2008

SCHURMAN CONCRETE - Summerside plant
240 MacEwen Rd, Summerside, PE • CA
Phone: (902) 888-4331
Member Since • 2004
SCHURMAN CONCRETE
Charlottetown office & plant
412 Mount Edward Rd, Charlottetown, PE • CA
Phone: (902) 628-0127
Member Since • 2004
MACLEAN’S READY-MIX - Montague plant
669 Queen’s Road, Montague, PE • CA
Phone: (902) 838-2925
Member Since • 2012
SACKVILLE CONCRETE
Nova Scotia office & plant
17 Estate Drive, Lower Sackville, NS • CA
Phone: (902) 864-3230
Member Since • 2008
BEDFORD READY-MIX - plant
414 Bluewater Rd., Bedford, NS • CA
Phone: (902) 835-0882
Member Since • 2008
GLENHOLME READY-MIX - plant
749 Little Dyke Road, Glenholme, NS • CA
Phone: (902) 662-3722
Member Since • 2008
ANNAPOLIS VALLEY READY-MIX - Plant
20 Park Drive, Windsor, NS • CA
Phone: (902) 798-2291
Member Since • 2008

CONSTRUCTION:
FCC CONSTRUCTION - office
400 Chesley Drive, Saint John, NB • CA
Phone: (506) 632-7800
Member Since • 1960
MARQUE CONSTRUCTION - office
400 Chesley Drive, Saint John, NB • CA
Phone: (506) 634-1144
Member Since • 1966
KENNEBEC CONSTRUCTION - office
400 Chesley Drive, Saint John, NB • CA
Phone: (506) 632-7800
Member Since • 1994

REBAR:
OCEAN STEEL REBAR LIMITED
Saint John office & plant
400 Chesley Drive, Saint John, NB • CA
Phone: (506) 632-2600
Member Since • 1955
ALLSTAR REBAR NOVA SCOTIA
Office & plant
48 Duke Street, Bedford, NS • CA
Phone: (902) 832-0917
Member Since • 2008

